
Murex 
on the Cloud 



Murex on the cloud helps banking and financial institutions address their growing demands for Agile bandwidth, 
architecture, and global connectivity. It enables organizations leverage the flexibility and economies scale of the cloud 
to drive growth and innovation. This results in enhanced ability to tap into new digital opportunities and better manage 
risks.

As a preferred Murex Alliance Partner, Mindtree offers solutions to support trading, risk management and processing 
solutions for banks, capital markets and financial institutions (FIs) for both on premises as well as in cloud infrastructure 
- Microsoft Azure and Amazon Web Services (AWS). We accompany Murex to support its clients by analyzing existing 
cloud strategies and their impact. We also migrate existing Murex platform to the cloud by auditing their current 
hardware uses, providing IT security checks, Disaster Recovery (DR) and backup strategies.

Mindtree provides LIFT and SHIFT, Hybrid and R&D solutions to your Murex cloud 
journey with below services.

Mindtree automation solutions for private and hybrid cloud models include
 Murex application\load balancer\GRID (MPC) autoscaling 
 Murex reporting and financial database autoscaling
 Murex launchers and services management
 Murex application and MxDoc license update
 User and access management solutions
 Monitoring and troubleshooting in the cloud

Case Studies
Murex on Premises reference environment to Microsoft Azure cloud migration is in progress.

Murex Cloud Strategy Services
 Cloud readiness assessment

 Cloud roadmap and strategy 

 Cloud architecture audit 

 Cloud security roadmap 

 Workload mapping and 
      TCO prediction

Murex Cloud Infrastructure and Implementation 
Services
 Cloud data center design 

 Sizing and build 

 CI/CD platform 

 Cloud infrastructure and application deployment

Murex Cloud Migration Services
 Migration of workloads

 Validation and performance testing

Murex Cloud Security and Governance Services
 Setting up of secure governance practices

 Finance management, Cloud security

Murex Cloud Management Services
 Risk reports and remediation plans

 Regular operational metrics

 Disaster recovery test reports 

 Automation and DevOps

Mindtree [NSE: MINDTREE] is a global technology consulting and services company, helping Global 2000 corporations marry scale 
with agility to achieve competitive advantage. “Born digital” in 1999, more than 340 enterprise clients rely on our deep domain 
knowledge to break down silos, make sense of digital complexity and bring new initiatives to market faster. We enable IT to move at 
the speed of business, leveraging emerging technologies and the efficiencies of Continuous Delivery to spur business innovation. 
Operating across 17 countries, we’re consistently regarded as one of the best places to work, embodied every day by our winning 
culture made up of 19,000 entrepreneurial, collaborative and dedicated “Mindtree Minds.” To learn more, visit www.mindtree.com or 
follow us @Mindtree_Ltd.

Learn More at: https://www.mindtree.com/industries/capital-markets/murex


